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Abstract
Malaria is a mosquito-borne disease caused by parasites of the obligate in-
tracellular Apicomplexa phylum the most deadly of which, Plasmodium fal-
ciparum, prevails in Africa. Malaria imposes a huge health burden on the
world’s most vulnerable populations, claiming the lives of nearly one mil-
lion children and pregnant women each year. Although there is keen interest
in eradicating malaria, we do not yet have the necessary tools to meet this
challenge, including an effective malaria vaccine and adequate vector control
strategies. Here we review what is known about the mechanisms at play in
immune resistance to malaria in both the human and mosquito hosts at each
step in the parasite’s complex life cycle with a view toward developing the
tools that will contribute to the prevention of disease and death and, ulti-
mately, to the goal of malaria eradication. In so doing, we hope to inspire
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INTRODUCTION
Malaria is a deadly disease. Each year, P. falciparum infections cause approximately 225 million
cases of malaria and nearly one million deaths, most of which are among African children and
pregnant women (1). P. falciparum is transmitted from person to person by the bite of an infected
female Anopheles mosquito, primarily Anopheles gambiae in Africa. A. gambiae is an extraordinarily
efficient, highly adapted vector that feeds nearly exclusively on humans and has a long life span.
P. falciparum has a complex life cycle that involves critical developmental stages in both the
human and mosquito hosts. We now appreciate that both the human and mosquito immune
systems mount responses to P. falciparum infections and that these responses dictate the course
of the disease in humans and the ability of the mosquito to transmit the parasite. The striking
feature of immune resistance to malaria in humans is that it develops only after years in malaria-
endemic areas, even in areas of high transmission where children may be exposed to hundreds of
infectious mosquito bites each year (2). In areas of intense transmission, children become resistant
to the most severe forms of malaria by the age of five or so; however, they remain susceptible to
uncomplicated episodes of febrile malaria until late childhood or early adolescence, when they
transition to a malaria-resistant state and rarely suffer from clinical malaria (3). The length of
time required to develop clinical resistance to malaria is remarkable when compared with the
rapid acquisition of immunity to many viral diseases including measles, rubella, and smallpox after
a single infection. Even though resistance to the disease manifestations of malaria is eventually
acquired with cumulative malaria exposure, resistance to infection per se is rarely if ever achieved,
such that adults living in endemic areas frequently have asymptomatic blood-stage infections (3).
Thus, the acquisition of immunity to malaria in humans is complex, involving early resistance
to severe disease, followed by resistance to uncomplicated disease, but rarely, if ever, involving
resistance to infection. In contrast to the human host that combats malaria through both adaptive
and innate immune mechanisms, the mosquito has only innate immune mechanisms to control
parasite infection, but these are remarkably complex and may provide insights into mechanisms
at play in the human host.
In this review, we describe our current understanding of the acquisition of immunity to both
uncomplicated and severe malaria in humans and the nature of the mosquito’s innate immune
response to parasite infection.We focus our discussion on P. falciparummalaria, although another
Plasmodium species, P. vivax, is an important pathogen outside of Africa, and we refer the reader
to an excellent review of the acquisition of immunity to this parasite (4). At present we do not have
a malaria vaccine (5) or adjunctive therapies to treat severe disease (6), nor do we have adequate
vector control strategies (7) that would decrease disease and death and aid eradication efforts. A
clearer understanding of human and mosquito immunity to this deadly infection will undoubtedly
contribute to the development of these tools. We preface this description with a discussion of
the evolution of P. falciparum and its human host to highlight the influence of host and parasite
genetics on the outcome of Plasmodium infections. Given recent renewed calls for eradication of
malaria, we consider how a better understanding of the cellular and molecular basis of human and
mosquito immune mechanisms in malaria may contribute to eradication efforts.
A RENEWED CALL FOR MALARIA ERADICATION
In the fall of 2007 at the Gates Malaria Forum, Bill and Melinda Gates proposed a sweeping new
plan to eradicatemalaria (8).Theproposal shocked themalaria researchfield as there hadbeen little
discussion of eradication since earlier programs launched in the 1950s had failed. The proposal to
eradicate malaria immediately begged the question: Do we have the necessary tools to even make
an attempt? For smallpox, an eradication success story, and for polio, a virus that has been targeted
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for eradication, the only tool necessary was a vaccine. At present, we do not have a licensed vaccine
that would block malaria transmission, and the front-running malaria vaccine candidate, RTS,S,
appears to confer only short-lived, partial efficacy (30–50%) against clinical malaria in African
infants and children (9). We currently have effective antimalarial drugs that treat the blood stage
of the disease and thus decrease transmission (6). However, explosive malaria epidemics would be
possible prior to eradication as resistance to these drugs emerges, which seems inevitable (6).
The Gates proposal for malaria eradication was based on the idea that each incremental
improvement in malaria control would be additive, ultimately resulting in eradication. Experience
teaches us otherwise. Attempts at eradication in the 1950s were driven by theMacdonald equation
for vector control that predicted that if mosquito populations could be reduced to critical levels,
malaria transmission would be prevented (10). However, in reality even with the wonder of the
insecticide DDT, it was not possible to stop malaria transmission in Africa (11). Even in areas of
relatively low transmission such as India, elimination was not achieved through mosquito control.
In India, malaria nearly disappeared in the 1960s but then returned, reaching over six million cases
in 1976 (12). The lesson drawn is that wherever mosquitoes persist, malaria epidemics are always
possible. Indeed, it has been calculated that when the reproductive rate (a complicated factor
that takes into account a variety of parameters including the number of infected mosquitoes,
how often they feed, and how long they live) reaches 100, a rate not uncommon in many areas
in Africa, the prevalence of infection can rapidly increase, going from 0.1% to 50% infected
individuals in a mere 100 days (13).
Given that conventional control methods have not succeeded in blockingmalaria transmission,
other tools will need to be developed. Transmission-blocking vaccines that induce antibodies to
parasite proteins that are essential in parasite development in themosquito are under development.
Thus far, however, such vaccines have not shown the ability to induce long-lasting transmission-
blocking antibodies in humans (5). An alternative approach is to modify the mosquito population
so that it has no vector capacity. Suchmodifications clearly face enormous challenges andwill likely
require years of research to identify genes that, if modified, would lead to refractoriness and then to
develop genetic techniques to manipulate mosquito populations. Nevertheless, such a long-term
effort may be worthwhile. Without the ability to modify mosquito populations, eradication may
simply never be possible.
Despite the focus of the Gates Foundation on developing tools for eradication, there remains
a desperate need for a vaccine that would reduce malaria disease and death, even one that does
not block transmission. Knowledge of the mechanisms underlying the acquisition of immunity to
natural malaria infection will undoubtedly aid in the development of such a vaccine.
THE EVOLUTIONARY DANCE OF P. FALCIPARUM AND ITS HOSTS
In discussing the immune mechanisms at play in controlling malaria, it is helpful to consider that
P. falciparum is estimated to be greater than 100,000 years old, as old as humans (14), suggesting
that the human immune system and the parasite coevolved. Because of the enormous selective
pressure imposed by the high mortality resulting from P. falciparum infections in children and
pregnant women, malaria has had a tremendous impact in shaping the human genome, perhaps
more than any other pathogen (15). One of the best-studied examples of the evolutionary pressure
of P. falciparum on the human genome is the hemoglobin S (HbS) variant. In the homozygous
state, HbS results in sickle cell anemia that is lethal in West African children. Nonetheless, HbS
is maintained at a frequency of 10–20% because in the heterozygous state HbS confers protection
against severe malaria (16). One theme that runs throughout this review is that P. falciparum likely
had a significant influence in shaping the immune mechanisms in both the human and mosquito
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hosts, which has allowed its persistence in both hosts as well as its transmission, presumably
in exchange for some advantage to its hosts. As part of the coevolution of P. falciparum and
its hosts, the parasite has likely evolved a myriad of mechanisms to evade and disable its hosts’
immune responses. The P. falciparum genome contains approximately 5,400 genes (17); however,
remarkably, we are aware of only a handful of mechanisms in humans and in mosquitoes that
impact host immunity, leaving a great deal for discovery.
P. FALCIPARUM LIFE CYCLE
P. falciparum has a complex life cycle involving both human and mosquito hosts (Figure 1).
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prepares to take a blood meal. Its saliva contains a highly motile differentiated form of the P. falci-
parum parasite called a sporozoite, and a small number of these (10–100) are injected in the skin,
where they may remain for hours if not days (18). The infecting sporozoites cross the endothelium
of the capillaries in the skin, enter the blood, and travel to the liver. In the liver, the sporozoites
traverse Kupffer cells and hepatocytes, invading a small number of the latter (19). Within hepa-
tocytes, the sporozoites replicate over a week’s time, increasing in number up to 40,000-fold, and
differentiate, giving rise to a large number of asexual blood-stage parasites called merozoites.
Up to this point in the parasite’s life cycle, individuals are unaware that they are infected because
there are no clinical symptoms. Merozoites are released into the bloodstream via the budding
of parasite-filled, hepatocyte-derived vesicles called merosomes, clearing the liver of parasites
(20). In the bloodstream, free merozoites begin 48-h cycles of invasion of red blood cells (RBCs),
replication, RBC rupture, and release of merozoites, beginning again with invasion of RBCs. Par-
asitemia often exceeds densities of 50,000 infected RBCs (iRBCs) per microliter of blood. Various
parasite products are released upon iRBC lysis that correlate with the onset of malaria symptoms
including headaches, fever, and lethargy. During RBC infection, merozoites dramatically remodel
the RBC membrane, expressing several parasite-encoded proteins on the iRBC surface (21).
Key among these are the P. falciparum erythrocyte membrane protein 1s (PfEMP1s) encoded by
P. falciparum var genes (21). Each parasite genome contains approximately 60 var genes that
encode antigenically distinct PfEMP1 proteins that are clonally expressed by the parasite.
PfEMP1s bind to a variety of ligands on endothelial cells and function to sequester iRBCs in the
blood vessels of various tissues, thus saving iRBCs from entering the spleen, where they would be
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 1
The Plasmodium life cycle in humans includes the asymptomatic liver stage; the blood stage, which causes disease; and the sexual
gametocyte blood stage, which infects mosquitoes that transmit the parasite. Infection begins when a female Anopheles mosquito injects
saliva that contains sporozoites into the skin and blood as it takes a blood meal (a). At this point, the infection is clinically silent, and
there is no evidence for naturally acquired immunity. However, experimental infection with attenuated sporozoites has been shown to
induce sterilizing immunity, and in this case the only known immune effectors that can reduce or block sporozoites in the skin are
antibodies. In mouse models, sporozoites enter draining lymph nodes from the skin, where they are presented by dendritic cells and
prime CD8+ T cells. The highly motile sporozoites migrate to the liver, transverse Kupffer cells, and invade a small number of
hepatocytes (b). In humans, the infection continues to be clinically silent at the liver stage, and sterilizing immunity is not naturally
acquired. However, in humans and in mice, immunization with attenuated sporozoites induces sterilizing immunity that appears to rely
on adaptive CD8+ and CD4+ T cells; on the innate production of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and nitric oxide (NO); and on
natural killer (NK) cells, NKT cells, and γδT cells. Each sporozoite-infected hepatocyte gives rise to tens of thousands of asexual
parasites called merozoites (c). Approximately one week after hepatocyte invasion, merozoites exit the liver into the bloodstream and
begin a 48-h cycle (d ) of red blood cell (RBC) invasion, replication, RBC rupture, and merozoite release (e). Clinical symptoms of
malaria occur only during the blood stage and can begin as early as three days after the release of merozoites from the liver. Inside
RBCs, the parasite dramatically remodels the RBC, a process that involves exporting variant surface antigens (VSAs) such as
P. falciparum membrane protein 1s (PfEMP1s) to the RBC surface. VSAs act as receptors for a variety of endothelial cell ligands and
mediate binding of infected RBCs (iRBCs) to the microvascular endothelium of various organs ( f ), allowing parasites to avoid splenic
clearance. However, the sequestration of iRBCs in the microvasculature promotes the inflammation and circulatory obstruction
associated with clinical syndromes of severe malaria, including cerebral malaria with iRBC sequestration in the brain and
pregnancy-associated malaria with iRBCs in the placenta ( g). VSA-mediated rosetting of iRBCs to uninfected RBCs may also
contribute to disease (h). Coincident with the rupture of iRBCs and the release of merozoites and various parasite products are
inflammation and the clinical symptoms of malaria. Both adaptive and innate immune responses are readily detected. The key immune
effector at this stage is antibody. CD4+ cytokine-producing T cells also play a role as do NK, NKT, and γδT cells and macrophages
through the production of NO and iNOS. A small number of blood-stage parasites differentiate into sexual gametocytes, which are
taken up by mosquitos in blood meals (i ). In the mosquito, the gametes fuse, ultimately forming sporozoites that enter the mosquito
salivary gland to complete the life cycle (see Figure 2). In the mosquito, innate immune mechanisms serve to control parasite
development. Immunization of the vertebrate host with proteins expressed by the parasite in the mosquito host results in the production
of antibodies that are taken up by the mosquito with the blood meal, block parasite development, and consequently block transmission.
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destroyed. The PfEMP1-mediated sequestration of iRBCs in tissues such as the brain and placenta
has been implicated in the pathogenesis of severe malaria in children and in pregnant women.
The life cycle of P. falciparum in the human host is completed when, in a poorly understood
process, the asexual blood-stage parasites differentiate into male and female gametocytes that are
taken up in a mosquito’s blood meal. In the mosquito midgut, male and female gametes fuse to
form ookinetes that cross the midgut epithelium and ultimately differentiate into sporozoites that
invade the mosquito’s salivary glands, completing the parasite’s life cycle in the invertebrate host.
HUMAN IMMUNITY AND MALARIA
Studying Human Immunity to Malaria
Animal models of malaria have provided and will undoubtedly continue to provide important
insights into the immunobiology of Plasmodium infection (22), but ultimately, despite obvious
experimental limitations, it is critical to investigate the immune response to Plasmodium infection
in humans. In contrast to what is typically available to researchers of other infectious diseases, the
malaria research community has access to longitudinal models of both experimental and natural
P. falciparum infection in humans (23–25). Under strictly controlled conditions, volunteers are
exposed to the bites of laboratory-reared P. falciparum–infected mosquitoes. In previously unex-
posed individuals, parasites become detectable in the blood by microscopy approximately 11 days
after infection, at which point curative antimalarial therapy is administered. Since the 1980s, more
than 1,500 volunteers have been experimentally infected with P. falciparumwithout serious adverse
events, although P. falciparum–naive volunteers often experience transient malaria symptoms such
as fever, chills, headache, and myalgias. A model of direct intravenous administration of iRBCs
in healthy volunteers has also been developed, allowing investigations of the early immunological
responses to blood-stage infections while strictly controlling the size of the blood-stage inoculum
(24). The highly controlled and predictable nature of human experimental P. falciparum infections
allows for high-resolution immunological analyses during the skin, liver, and early blood stages
of the parasite life cycle.
The study of immune responses to natural infection in individuals of all ages is also feasible
in malaria-endemic areas due in part to the patterns and intensities of P. falciparum transmission.
Transmission patterns vary across endemic areas from sporadic to seasonal to year round, depend-
ing on the temperature, rains, and mosquito breeding, and transmission intensities vary from low
to high. Investigators can take advantage of these variations to design field-based immunological
studies tailored to these transmission patterns and intensities. For example, in areas of intense
seasonal malaria, such as in much of West Africa, the intensity of transmission is so great that
every individual will predictably be exposed to hundreds of infectious mosquito bites over the
course of a transmission season. Cohorts can be enrolled during the six-month dry season, when
there is little or nomalaria transmission, and then be followed throughout the malaria season. The
predictable timing and intensity of P. falciparum transmission from year to year allow for multi-
year cohort studies in which P. falciparum infections and clinical malaria episodes can be reliably
detected through active parasitological and clinical surveillance, and relevant biospecimens can
be collected at time points before, during, and after asymptomatic and symptomatic P. falciparum
infections (25).
Importantly, such designs allow study subjects to serve as their own healthy preinfection
controls and permit two general types of questions to be addressed: (a) What immune parameters
or profiles correlate prospectively with protection from malaria? (b) How do acute and chronic
P. falciparum infections modulate the human immune response? These unique and powerful
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clinical research models, informed by experimental findings in animal studies, and in conjunction
with technological advances that enhance our ability to interrogate perturbations to the human
immune system, have the potential to rapidly improve our understanding of malaria immunity.
The Immune Response to the Skin and Liver Stages of Plasmodium Infection
In humans, the skin and liver stages of P. falciparum infection are clinically silent, as they fail
to induce significant dermal, hepatic, or systemic inflammation. Not unexpectedly, the lack of a
robust innate immune response to the skin and liver stages is associated with a correspondingly
muted induction of antibody or of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell responses to the infecting sporo-
zoites in individuals exposed to natural P. falciparum infections in endemic areas (reviewed in 26).
Accordingly, there is no convincing evidence for naturally acquired immunity capable of com-
pletely neutralizing the parasite at the skin or liver stages. Indeed, even after decades of repeated
P. falciparum exposures, adults in malaria-endemic areas are at the same risk of becoming infected
with parasites as young children (27). The cellular and molecular basis of this clinical silence and
paucity of sterilizing immunity is only poorly understood. The relatively weak innate and adaptive
immune responses to the skin and liver stages may reflect the low inoculum of parasites in the
mosquitoes’ saliva (10–100 sporozoites). The inherent immunoregulatory environment of skin
(28) and liver (29) may also be exploited by the parasite to evade immune mechanisms. Normal
skin has a particularly high proportion of regulatory T cells (Tregs) in the steady state (28), and
a meta-analysis of malaria vaccine studies suggested that Plasmodium-specific Tregs are induced
during the skin stage of infection, potentially mediating immune tolerance to sporozoites as well
as to the subsequent blood stage of infection (30). Consistent with these results are experiments
in mice that show that skin Tregs and dendritic cells (DCs) are mobilized within 30 min of sporo-
zoite inoculation and that DCs downregulate MHC class II and CD86, suggesting a tolerogenic
response (31). The immunoregulatory environment of the skin may be reinforced by chronic
immune activation or immune dysregulation because of repeated exposures to sporozoites and
liver-stage antigens (32). Plasmodium-specific mechanisms that disable innate immune defenses,
such as sporozoite-mediated disruption of Kupffer cells’ respiratory burst in the liver (33), may
also affect pre-erythrocytic immunity.
In striking contrast to the lack of pre-erythrocytic immunity in natural infection, sterilizing
immunity to Plasmodium infection can be readily induced in mice (34), nonhuman primates (35),
and humans (36) through exposure to radiation-attenuated (RA) sporozoites that are able to infect
hepatocytes but that cannot replicate in the hepatocyte and do not give rise to blood-stage in-
fections. Sterilizing immunity can also be induced by exposure to genetically attenuated parasites
(37)—which also invade hepatocytes but do not replicate to produce blood-stagemerozoites—and
by exposure to sporozoites under chloroquine antimalarial chemoprophylaxis (38). Chloroquine
kills only blood-stage parasites, and thus exposure to sporozoites under chloroquine treatment
allows full exposure to sporozoites and liver-stage parasites and only transient exposure to blood-
stage parasites. The number of RA sporozoites and the route of exposure to RA sporozoites appear
critical to inducing immunity. Early studies showed that sterilizing immunity to RA sporozoites
required the bites of over 1,000 infective mosquitoes (36). A recent vaccine trial in humans showed
that subcutaneous RA sporozoite immunization did not confer protection (39); however, intra-
venous RA sporozoite immunization in animal models (39) and humans (40) was protective in a
dose-dependent manner. Thus far, most experimental exposures to sporozoites have been shown
to be effective only when individuals are challenged with homologous sporozoites, and in endemic
areas individuals would rarely be infected with the same parasite clone given the extreme genetic
diversity (41). Even though whole sporozoite–induced sterile immunity does not have a natural
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counterpart, there is considerable interest in understanding the mechanisms underlying the dis-
cordant acquisition of immunity to experimental and natural P. falciparum infection to aid in the
development of whole sporozoite vaccines for use in humans.
In humans, RA sporozoite exposure induces antibodies and CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (40)
that react to several sporozoite and liver-stage antigens (42–44), but the relative contribution
and antigen specificity of these putative effector mechanisms remain unclear. Volunteers exposed
to sporozoites under chloroquine treatment develop complete protection against homologous
sporozoite challenge (38) that lasts at least 28 months (45). Exposure elicits both antibody and
T cell responses against sporozoite and blood-stage antigens (38), and protection has been asso-
ciated with pluripotent effector memory T cells producing interferon-γ (IFN-γ), tumor necrosis
factor (TNF), and interleukin-2 (IL-2) (38) that are most likely directed against liver rather than
blood-stage antigens (46).
Animal models have allowed detailed characterization of the immunemechanisms at play in the
skin (reviewed in 47) and in the liver (48) during Plasmodium infection thatmay provide insights for
the ongoing development of whole sporozoite–based vaccines. In mice, within minutes to hours
of RA sporozoite inoculation into the dermis, 10–25% of sporozoites reach the liver via the blood-
stream, while 15–25% enter skin-draining lymph nodes (reviewed in 47). As early as 48 h after
sporozoite inoculation, Plasmodium-specific CD8+ T cells are detectable in skin-draining lymph
nodes (49). Surgical removal of skin-draining lymph nodes or inhibition of T cell egress from these
lymph nodes significantly decreases the number of T cells reaching the liver and disrupts CD8+
T cell–mediated killing of intracellular liver-stage parasites (49) that involves both cytolytic (i.e.,
perforin/granzyme) and noncytolytic (i.e., IFN-γ-induced nitrous oxide) pathways (reviewed in
50, 51). A key question is: How are CD8+ T cells primed to sporozoite antigens? Recent stud-
ies using parasites carrying a mutant circumsporozoite protein containing the ovalbumin-derived
SIINFEKL epitope and a variety of mouse mutants showed that DCs phagocytose sporozoite
antigen and cross-present parasite-derived peptides on MHC class I to CD8+ T cells (52). Ac-
cordingly, in vivo depletion of CD11c+ DCs abrogates priming of Plasmodium-specific CD8+ T
cells (53). Antigen presentation may not be limited to DCs, as sporozoites traverse Kupffer cells
in the liver prior to hepatocyte invasion and shed parasite proteins into the cell cytoplasm that
may also be presented to CD8+ T cells (52). Surprisingly, to date only a few T cell antigenic
peptides derived from sporozoites have been identified. Recent studies using liver-stage-specific
epitope profiling have revealed three new CD8+ T cell epitopes for the mouse Plasmodium species
(54, 55). Clearly, additional approaches are needed to identify T cell epitopes to allow better
characterization of protective and nonprotective T cell responses.
Concerning the length of time required to primeT cells, we find it is interesting that sporozoite
molecules may be retained in skin-draining lymph nodes as well as in the spleen and liver for up to
two months after exposure to RA sporozoites or infected mosquito bites (56). Although previous
studies suggested that CD8+ T cell priming only requires short (<24 h) exposure to antigen (57),
prolonged antigen exposuremight be required to optimize the liver-stage-specificCD8+ Tcell re-
sponse by maximizing the expansion of effector cell populations (56). Indeed, high levels of CD8+
T cells are required to kill intrahepatic parasites (58), and similarly in humans, the magnitude of
vaccine-induced CD8+ T cell responses specific for pre-erythrocytic antigens is correlated with
protection (59). Only one infected hepatocyte escaping the cytotoxic T cell response might be
enough to initiate a blood-stage infection. This is a likely reason why extremely high frequencies
of memory CD8+ T cells are required to induce sterile immunity after immunization with irra-
diated sporozoites (58). RA sporozoite–induced antibodies have also been implicated as effectors
in pre-erythrocytic immunity in mice (reviewed in 60) through enhancing sporozoite clearance,
decreasing sporozoite motility (61), or blocking hepatocyte invasion (62). Undoubtedly, animal
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models will continue to inform further investigations that also take advantage of recent advances
in human skin immunobiology (63) and humanized mouse liver models (64).
The early observation of RA sporozoite–induced protection from Plasmodium infection (65)
spurred the pursuit not only of whole sporozoite–based vaccines but also of sporozoite protein
subunit vaccines as well. The most advanced candidate in this regard is RTS,S, a subunit vaccine
that targets circumsporozoite protein, a surface protein on sporozoites that is critical for hepa-
tocyte invasion (reviewed in 66). RTS,S induces both antibodies and CD4+ T cells (not CD8+
T cells), but unambiguous correlates of protection have yet to be identified (67). Remarkably,
RTS,S vaccination reliably confers sterile protection in ∼50% of malaria-naive adults (66).
However, in African infants and children the protective efficacy of RTS,S is 30–50% against
clinical malaria (9, 68), whereas durable protection from infection per se is not observed. Similarly,
a vaccine targeting the liver-stage antigen thrombospondin-related adhesion protein (TRAP)
that relies on the generation of CD8+ T cell immunity showed partial efficacy in malaria-naive
adults in Europe (59) but not in children (69) or adults residing in malaria-endemic regions of
Africa (70).
The question that emerges from these observations is why malaria vaccine candidates that
target the sporozoite or liver stage appear to be more effective in naive adults than in the
target populations, namely African children. There are several possible explanations, but no real
answers. The malaria-naive subjects are drawn primarily from Europe and the United States and
may have important genetic differences, most notably in the MHC HLA alleles (71) and other
immune-related genes, including the innate system’s Toll-like receptors (TLRs). Coinfections
with other pathogens are common in malaria-endemic areas, and these may modulate the
development of Plasmodium-specific immunity (72). In addition, the nutritional status (73) and
composition of gut microbiota in African children (74) may have profound immunomodulatory
effects on host immunity to malaria, particularly the immune microenvironment in the liver (75),
which drains portal blood.
Given the increased focus on vaccines that target the sporozoite and liver stage of infection for
the purpose of eradication, studies are badly needed that will identify the mechanisms underlying
refractoriness to the natural acquisition of sterile immunity and vaccine failures in endemic areas.
Such studies will benefit from the development of several new tools. Antigen-specific MHC class
I and class II tetramers would help define the extent to which P. falciparum–specific T cells are
engaged and function in individuals in endemic areas compared with sporozoite-exposed naive
individuals. Biomarkers reflective of the liver-stage parasite burden would disentangle the relative
contributions of effective liver-stage immunity and early blood-stage immunity; they would also
allow the immune mechanism at play in each to be better understood.
The Response to Blood-Stage Infection
The clinical manifestations of malaria are caused by asexual blood-stage parasites as they replicate
in the blood (Figure 1). Although complex and incompletely understood (6), malaria pathogen-
esis is generally thought to be driven by two distinct processes: sequestration and inflammation.
Sequestration involves the binding of iRBCs to receptors on the vascular endothelium via specific
parasite-host interactions, causing microvascular obstruction, local ischemia, and inflammation
in the brain and other vital organs (76, 77). P. falciparum also induces a systemic inflammatory
response akin to bacterial sepsis (78), which may exacerbate iRBC sequestration by upregulating
vascular adhesion molecules such as ICAM-1 (79). The question of whether inflammation or se-
questration is the central initiating event in malaria pathogenesis is a matter of ongoing debate
(80, 81), but it seems likely that these processes occur in parallel and are mutually reinforcing.
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In areas of intense P. falciparum transmission, resistance to severe life-threatening malaria
(discussed below) is generally acquired by the age of five years, whereas children remain susceptible
to repeated bouts of febrile malaria throughout adolescence, eventually achieving near complete
clinical immunity to blood-stage parasites by adulthood (3). Here we focus on two immunological
processes that play crucial roles in controlling P. falciparum blood-stage parasites and the disease
they cause: inflammation and its regulation, and the antibody response.
In previously unexposed individuals, blood-stage P. falciparum parasites invariably induce fever
and other signs and symptoms of malaria (82), a process driven by the production of proin-
flammatory cytokines and chemokines such as IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, IL-12(p70), IFN-γ, and TNF
(83–85). Recent work has begun to identify the P. falciparum pathogen-associated molecular pat-
tern (PAMP) molecules that trigger inflammation through pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs)
expressed by immune cells. These PAMPs include GPI anchors (TLR2) (86), hemozoin (NLRP3
inflammasome) (87), CpG-containing DNA motifs bound to hemozoin (TLR9) (88), and AT-
rich DNA motifs (unidentified cytosolic receptor) (89). A handful of Plasmodium proteins have
also been identified as drivers of inflammation through specific interactions with host receptors.
For example, particular PfEMP1s have been recently implicated in parasite sequestration in brain
endothelium in severe cerebral malaria in children (90–92). The receptor for these PfEMP1s
was identified as the endothelial protein C receptor (EPCR) that mediates cytoprotective effects
through activated protein C, suggesting that PfEMP1 binding to EPCR may block its protective
function and contribute to the pathology of cerebral malaria (77). Merozoite surface protein 1
(MSP1) that is shed from the merozoite surface as the parasite invades RBCs was shown to bind
to S100P—a member of the proinflammatory S100 protein family—and to block S100P activity
(93). These studies were recently extended to show that MSP1 binds to all S100 family mem-
bers (M. Waisberg, unpublished observation). An area that requires further study is the extent
to which heterogeneity in the host inflammatory response and disease severity are the result of
(a) polymorphisms in these and other Plasmodium proteins; (b) the expression of specific subsets
of PfEMP1s; or (c) variability in the structure, configuration, or quantity of Plasmodium PAMPs.
Work in animal models demonstrates a role for various innate immune cells in sensing early
blood-stage infection, promoting inflammation, inhibiting parasite growth, and shaping adaptive
immune responses (reviewed in 94) including monocytes/macrophages (95), mast cells (96), neu-
trophils (97), natural killer (NK) cells, NKT cells, and γδ T cells (98). Human NK cells appear
to be a particularly important early source of IFN-γ in response to iRBCs in vitro, a central cy-
tokine in the immune response to malaria that promotes the destruction of iRBCs by activated
macrophages. In humans, γδ T cells contribute to early IFN-γ production to a lesser degree,
whereas later IFN-γ production is dominated by αβ T cells (99).
On the one hand, Plasmodium-induced inflammation likely plays an important role in the
early control of parasite replication; for example, IFN-γ and TNF kill blood-stage P. falciparum
parasites through the induction of nitric oxide (NO) and other toxic radicals (100). On the other
hand, excessive inflammation has been linked to severe and fatal malaria (101), which occurs in a
minority of individualswhohave little or nopriormalaria exposure (16).However, in endemic areas
where individuals are repeatedly infected, blood-stage infections commonly cause a mild febrile
illness or no symptoms at all (3), consistent with the long-standing hypothesis that tolerance to
Plasmodium-induced inflammation can develop (102). This notion is supported by early studies in
humans showing that the risk of fever decreases with serial experimental Plasmodium infections
(82) and thatPlasmodium infection induces cross-tolerance to endotoxin (103). Consistent with this
hypothesis,mousemodels of nonlethalmalaria show thatPlasmodium-induced inflammation (TNF
and IFN-γ) peaks 5–10 days after infection (104, 105) and then diminishes owing to the production
of the regulatory cytokines TGF-β (104) and IL-10 (105) even before parasitemia decreases. In
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humans, cross-sectional studies show that higher ratios of pro- to anti-inflammatory cytokines in
serum during acute malaria are associated with more severe disease (83, 106), although this is not
a consistent finding (107). What remains unknown are (a) whether malaria-induced inflammation
is attenuated within individuals as they are repeatedly reexposed to P. falciparum infections in
endemic areas and (b) the extent to which this contributes to clinical immunity (108). Also unclear
are the immunoregulatory mechanisms and cells that mediate control of P. falciparum–induced
inflammation in humans (109, 110) and the longevity of regulatory responses in the absence of
ongoing P. falciparum exposure.
A longitudinal study of children in Mali (P.D. Crompton, unpublished data) provides some
insight into these questions. A systems biology approach (25) was used to analyze leukocytes
sampled from children before the malaria season and seven days after treatment of their first
febrile malaria episode of the ensuing season when symptoms had resolved. Leukocytes were
stimulated with iRBC lysates in vitro, and various immune parameters were measured. This anal-
ysis revealed that before the malaria season the children’s immune cells responded to the iRBC
lysates by producing proinflammatory mediators such as IL-1β, IL-6, and IL-8. Following febrile
malaria, there was a marked shift in the response to iRBCs, with the same children’s immune
cells producing lower levels of proinflammatory cytokines and higher levels of anti-inflammatory
cytokines (IL-10, TGF-β). In addition, molecules involved in phagocytosis-mediated killing and
activation of adaptive immunity were upregulated after febrile malaria as compared to before.
This shift was accompanied by a marked increase in P. falciparum–specific CD4+Foxp3− T cells
that coproduced IL-10, IFN-γ, and TNF; however, P. falciparum–inducible IL-10 production
remained upregulated only in children with persistent asymptomatic infection. These findings
suggest that in the face of P. falciparum reexposure, children rapidly acquire exposure-dependent
P. falciparum–specific immunoregulatory responses that dampen potentially pathogenic inflam-
mation while enhancing antiparasite effector mechanisms that control parasite replication. These
data provide mechanistic insight into the observation that P. falciparum–infected children in en-
demic areas commonly experience a mild febrile illness or no symptoms at all and often keep
parasite numbers in the blood in check (112, 113).
Until recently, the cellular source of IL-10 in P. falciparum–infected individuals was un-
clear (109). The finding in Mali that CD4+Foxp3− Th1 cells are the major source of IL-10
(P.D. Crompton, unpublished data) corroborates a cross-sectional study in the Gambia in which
FOXP3−CD45RO+CD4+ Tcells, rather thanTregs, were identified as the only substantial source
of IL-10 in children with malaria (107). As in Mali, this same study showed that a significant pro-
portion of IL-10-producing CD4+ T cells coproduced IFN-γ, and this cell population was signif-
icantly increased in children with mild versus severe malaria (107). Similar self-regulating CD4+
Th1 cells (114) have been observed in other infections in humans (115, 116) and animal models
(117, 118), pointing toward a protective role for this cell population.The ability to control excessive
P. falciparum–induced inflammation in early life may be the key adaptation that confers protection
from potentially life-threatening disease in young children who have yet to acquire protective
antibodies, which are only reliably acquired after many years of P. falciparum exposure (119).
In 1961, Cohen et al. (120) established that antibodies play a central role in blood-stage malaria
immunity by showing that the transfer of purified IgG from malaria-immune adults to children
with acute malaria led to rapid and profound reductions in parasite numbers in the blood and
resolution of fever. Over 50 years later, we have yet to fully understand which of the more than
5,000 P. falciparum proteins (17) are targets of protective antibodies, the precise mechanisms by
which these antibodies protect, and why they are only acquired after years of repeated infections—
all critically important questions for blood-stage malaria vaccine development, an effort that so
far has been largely empiric and unsuccessful (121). Progress toward addressing these questions
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has been catalyzed in recent years by advances in basic B cell biology and by the development of
new tools to probe B cell responses to Plasmodium infection.
The inefficient acquisition of antibodies that protect against malaria has been attributed in part
to the genetic diversity of many P. falciparum proteins (122) and the parasite’s ability to clonally
vary the proteins it expresses on the surface of iRBCs (123), such that it may take years living in an
endemic area for an individual to be exposed to a sufficient number of parasite clones to generate a
protective repertoire of antibodies. This highly successful immune evasion strategy may underpin
the limited efficacy of blood-stage vaccines that have targeted polymorphic merozoite proteins
(124). To be successful going forward, blood-stage vaccines will likely need to induce antibodies
specific either for conserved proteins that are critical to parasite survival or for a large repertoire
of clonally variant antigens expressed on the surface of iRBCs, such as the PfEMP1 family.
Hope for the former possibility was recently bolstered by the discovery of the P. falciparum
reticulocyte-binding protein homologue 5 (PfRH5), a conserved protein that is essential formero-
zoite invasion of erythrocytes (125–127). Moreover, antibodies raised in animals against either
PfRH5 (128, 130) or its erythrocyte receptor, basigin (127), inhibit parasite invasion of erythro-
cytes in vitro. Although PfRH5 appears to be a relatively poor immunogen in the context of
natural P. falciparum infection (128, 129) (possibly explaining why it is more conserved than other
merozoite proteins), naturally acquired antibodies specific for PfRH5 correlate with protection
from malaria in longitudinal studies in Papua New Guinea (131) and in Mali (129). Additionally,
PfRH5-specific IgG purified from malaria-experienced adults inhibits the growth of homologous
and heterologous P. falciparum parasites in vitro (129, 132). In principle, if immunization with
PfRH5 reliably blocks merozoite invasion of RBCs, it would not only prevent disease but may
also disrupt the parasite’s life cycle and prevent transmission to mosquitos.
The development of a vaccine that would confer protection against malaria by inducing im-
munity to clonally variant P. falciparum antigens is a formidable challenge. However, evidence
from studies in malaria-endemic areas suggests that the clonally variant PfEMP1 family is a ma-
jor target of humoral immunity to malaria (133) and that repeated P. falciparum infections may
elicit a protective repertoire of PfEMP1-specific antibodies (134). How might this immunity be
replicated through vaccination? One approach may be to immunize with whole killed blood-stage
parasites that have been genetically modified to express the entire PfEMP1 repertoire of a given
parasite simultaneously (135). This approach could complement ongoing efforts to develop killed
or attenuated whole-parasite blood-stage vaccines (136), which intriguingly appear to mediate
protection through CD4+ T cells, IFN-γ, and NO rather than through antibodies (137).
There ismounting evidence that, in addition to using genetic polymorphism and antigenic vari-
ation to evade immune responses, Plasmodium evades humoral immunity through dysregulation
of CD4+ T cell and B cell function. It is well established that long-lived protective antibody re-
sponses depend on the generation ofmemory B cells (MBCs) and long-lived plasma cells (LLPCs),
a process that relies on CD4+ T cell help (138). Although there is heterogeneity in the magnitude,
quality, and longevity of antibody responses following infection or vaccination, in general anti-
body responses are long-lived, even after one or a few exposures (139). For instance, the estimated
half-life of the IgG response to the measles vaccine is>300 years (139). In contrast, several studies
have reported that P. falciparum–specific antibodies decline to undetectable or nearly undetectable
levels within 3–9 months of documented malaria episodes in children (reviewed in 119). A study
using protein arrays corroborated and extended this finding by showing that children generate
IgGs specific for hundreds of P. falciparum antigens in response to a single malaria season but
rapidly lose most of what they gain during the subsequent six-month dry season, a period of
little or no malaria transmission (140), suggesting that in children this response is dominated
by short-lived plasma cells rather than LLPCs. The same study showed that with each year of
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P. falciparum exposure, the level of P. falciparum–specific IgG persisting through the dry season
increases incrementally until young adulthood, when IgG levels are maintained at high levels (cor-
responding temporally with the acquisition of malaria immunity) and fluctuate less in response to
P. falciparum infection. These data suggest that the gradual acquisition of clinical immunity to
malaria may reflect the need for repeated infections to fill the P. falciparum–specific LLPC com-
partment to the point where steady-state antibody levels exceed a protective threshold.
On the basis of anecdotal reports of waning immunity in the absence of P. falciparum exposure
as well as of inconsistent antibody boosting upon reinfection (141), even to conserved antigens
(142), investigators have long suspected that malaria might not generate MBCs. However, several
studies have now shown that P. falciparum–specific MBCs are generated in response to infection,
albeit inefficiently, as their prevalence appears to be relatively low among adults (∼30–50%) (143–
147), even those with a history of documented P. falciparum infections. Once acquired, however,
MBCs appear to be long-lived (145, 146) and may persist longer than antibodies in the absence of
ongoing P. falciparum exposure (146, 148). The findings for P. falciparum–induced MBCs stand in
contrast to studies that show, for example, that smallpox vaccine–specificMBCs are generated and
persist in nearly all vaccinees for ≥50 years in the absence of antigen reexposure (149). Therefore,
it appears that P. falciparum infection can generate long-lived MBCs but less efficiently, at least
compared with vaccines for other pathogens.
The relatively inefficient acquisition of P. falciparum–specific LLPCs and MBCs may be re-
lated to dysregulated B cell antigen–driven differentiation. Altered B cell function is well described
in other infections; for example, HIV and hepatitis C virus infection are associated with an in-
crease in CD19+CD20+CD21−CD27−CD10− and Fc receptor-like-4+ B cells (150, 151). In
HIV-infected individuals, these cells are hyporesponsive or exhausted and may contribute to the
humoral deficiencies associated with HIV (150). An increase in a phenotypically similar subset
of B cells has been observed in malaria-exposed children and adults across genetically and geo-
graphically diverse populations (reviewed in 119). In the context of malaria, this B cell subset is
referred to as atypical (152) rather than exhausted because the function of these cells and whether
they are beneficial or detrimental in malaria remain unclear. That P. falciparum per se may drive
this response has been suggested by the observation of differential expansion of atypical MBCs
in age-matched children living under similar conditions in rural Kenya, with the exception of
P. falciparum exposure (153). Intriguingly, at the single-cell level, P. falciparum exposure has re-
cently been associated with the acquisition of atypical MBCs that differed in their Ig gene reper-
toire from classicalMBCs, suggesting that these two populations develop fromdifferent precursors
(154).
Malaria may also dysregulate helper CD4+ T cell responses. PD-1, a marker of T cell
exhaustion, is upregulated on CD4+ T cells in children following P. falciparum infection (155).
Although the functional significance of this observation in humans is unclear, Butler et al.
(155) reported that P. yoelii infection in mice induces phenotypic and functional CD4+ T
cell exhaustion. Furthermore, in vivo blockade of the PD-1 ligand PD-L1 and the inhibitory
receptor LAG-3 restored CD4+ T cell function, augmented the number of T follicular helper
and germinal center B cells, increased antibody levels, and ultimately enhanced the clearance of
blood-stage parasites (155).
Malaria-associated B cell dysregulation may be driven by direct interactions between
P. falciparum products and B cells. For example, the cysteine-rich interdomain region 1α of
PfEMP1 has been implicated as a T cell–independent polyclonal B cell activator and Ig-binding
protein (156). There is also evidence that systemic mediators of B cell differentiation and survival
such as BAFF are modulated during P. falciparum infection (157, 158). Moreover, chronic expo-
sure to P. falciparum PAMPs could result in tolerance of PRRs expressed on B cells and DCs,
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which play critical roles in enhancing B cell responses. Indeed, recent clinical trials show that the
TLR9 agonist CpG enhances the IgG and MBC response to blood-stage vaccine candidates in
malaria-naive adults (159) but not in adults chronically exposed to P. falciparum (160). Further
studies are needed to define how P. falciparum exposure modulates PRR function and how this
might influence homologous and heterologous LLPC and MBC responses.
The Immune Response in Severe Malaria
Each year there are approximately 225million cases of malaria in Africa, most of which are uncom-
plicated and are resolved with time even without treatment with antimalarial drugs. However, in a
small portion of cases—approximately 1%, almost exclusively young children or older individuals
with little or no prior exposure—the infection becomes severe and life threatening, resulting in
nearly one million deaths each year (1). Malaria during pregnancy can also be severe, resulting
in substantial maternal, fetal, and infant morbidity. We focus our discussion on severe malaria in
young children and refer the reader to an excellent review on immunity to malaria in pregnancy
(161).
Most severe malaria deaths in children are due to three overlapping clinical syndromes:
(a) malaria with impaired consciousness (cerebral malaria), (b) malaria with respiratory distress
due to severe metabolic acidosis, and (c) severe anemia (162). Although the pathophysiology is
incompletely understood, severe cerebral malaria, one of the most deadly forms of severe malaria,
is associated with ischemia caused by sequestration of iRBCs in the brain and microvascular dam-
age, edema, blood-brain barrier breakdown, and immune cell activation and recruitment resulting
in inflammation and oxidative stress (reviewed in 163, 164). Indeed, in children the pathology
of severe disease has been consistently linked to excessive inflammatory responses including the
production of the proinflammatory cytokines TNF-α, INF-γ, IL-1β, and IL-6 and a linked re-
duced production of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10. We do not have a clear picture of the
sequence of events responsible for the progression from uncomplicated malaria to severe disease
or of the events that trigger severe disease. Currently, it is not possible to distinguish children who
are at high risk to progress from uncomplicated to severe malaria and we have no specific therapies
that are effective for children who present with severe disease. Clearly, a better understanding of
the immune mechanisms at play in severe disease would contribute to efforts at developing such
diagnostics and therapies.
It is not clear how resistance to severe disease is acquired or if the protective immune mech-
anisms at play in uncomplicated and severe disease are similar. That immunity to severe malaria
is not the same as immunity to uncomplicated malaria is suggested by the observation that young
children who survive an episode of noncerebral severe malaria appear to have life-long immunity
to severe malaria but remain susceptible to uncomplicated malaria until adolescence (2). Children
who develop severe disease may be relatively naive to malaria, having little exposure early in life.
This begs the question: How many malaria infections are necessary to achieve protection from
severe disease? The answer is not clear, as determining the risk of severe malaria in relation-
ship to infections requires large cohorts to capture the relatively rare cases of severe disease, and
such studies have simply not been done. However, a recent nested case control study in Kenya
provided evidence that children who suffer severe malaria do not have fewer infections early in
life compared with community controls (165). Cerebral malaria is rare in very young children in
areas of high year-round transmission, suggesting that immunity to cerebral malaria is acquired
early under the cover of passively acquired maternal antibodies (166). It is also possible that the
mechanisms underlying protection may be more complicated and relate to the brain physiology
of young children and their ability to mount an inflammatory response. Based on models of the
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relationship between exposure to infection and resistance to severe disease, investigators have pro-
posed that resistance to noncerebral severe malaria occurs after only a few infections—even after
a single infection in children protected by maternal antibodies (167). If so, then the acquisition
of immunity to uncomplicated disease and the acquisition of immunity to severe disease are quite
different or at the very least occur over very different timescales.
Are there genetic factors known to be protective in severe disease? Is susceptibility to severe
disease in children due to inborn errors in immunity leading to failure to control inflammation?
Researchers have proposed that in populations widely exposed to pathogens from birth, including
malaria, life-threatening diseases in children, such as severe malaria, result from collections of
single-gene variants affecting immunity to primary infection (168). Indeed, Casanova and col-
leagues (168) modeled malaria mortality with age for simple Mendelian inheritance of genetic
susceptibility and concluded that a few dozen gene variants could account for the human genetic
contribution to severe malaria. A question remains: What are these genes? Although malaria has
been recognized as having a strong impact on the human genome, the full impact of human
genetics on resistance to severe disease remains largely unexplored (15). Linkage studies have
provided evidence for a variety of genes, including HbS and other hemoglobin variants, that in-
fluence malaria severity, many of which likely affect the RBC functions necessary for parasite
invasion or sequestration of iRBCs, not immunity per se. In addition, numerous immune sys-
tem genes show association with resistance or susceptibility to malaria, including those encoding
MHCmolecules, FcγRIIB, components of both the type I and type II IFN responses, IL-12, and
NO synthase (NOS) (15). However, few of these associations have been tested in more than one
endemic setting, and when tested results have varied.
The sequencing of the human genome in 2003 allowed genome-wide association (GWA)
studies for severe malaria. The first GWA study of severe malaria carried out in the Gambia
identified only HbS to be associated with resistance (169), even though HbS accounts for only
approximately 8–10% of resistance. The second GWA study of severe malaria carried out in
Ghana identified two novel resistance loci—a RBC calcium pump (ATP2B4) and an endothelial
tight junction protein (MARVELD3) (170)—and confirmedHbS and blood groupOas protective.
Thus, for malaria, many resistance genes remain to be discovered.
It is reasonable to assume that features of the infecting parasite also contribute to severe
disease, analogous to virulence factors in other pathogens. However, thus far only a few such
features have been identified. The overall total parasite burden in children with uncomplicated
malaria as measured by the concentration of the malaria-produced histidine rich protein 2 in the
plasma predicts progression to severe disease, but the factors that determine parasite loads are not
known (171). In terms of particular parasite gene products that contribute to severe disease, only
the PfEMP1s have been identified. Placental malaria in pregnant women is caused by parasites
that express one particular PfEMP1, var2CSA, that enables them to sequester in the placenta,
where the var2CSA ligand chondroitin sulfate A (CSA) is selectively expressed, causing damage
to the placenta, fetus, and mother (172). In addition, one particular PfEMP1 that binds to EPCR
is associated with cerebral malaria (90, 173, 174), and brain autopsies of Malawian children who
died of cerebral malaria show loss of EPCR at sites of sequestered iRBCs (77).
Because severe disease is difficult to study in children, most investigations of the cellular and
molecular basis of severemalaria have been restricted tomousemodels, in particular amousemodel
of cerebral malaria. At present, the model’s value to understanding cerebral disease in children
is controversial (175). Nonetheless, the hope is that studies in mice will provide clues about the
immune mechanisms underlying the disease that can contribute to the development of adjunctive
therapies in cerebral disease in children. In the best-studied model, infection with the mouse-
adapted parasite P. berghei ANKA results in rapid death of susceptible C57BL/6 mice within six to
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eight days. As for the human disease, the pathogenesis of cerebral malaria inmice appears to be due
to a combination of parasite sequestration in the brain and parasite-induced hyperinflammation
(reviewed in 163). However, the order and importance of events leading to mouse cerebral malaria
are still incompletely understood, and sequestration of iRBCs and hyperinflammation are not
sufficient to explain completely the pathogenesis of cerebral malaria in mice (176). Inflammatory
responses are required for the development of cerebral malaria, and both adaptive and innate
immune cells appear to play critical roles in the inflammatory process. For example, the depletionof
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells is protective against cerebral malaria (177), as is depletion of neutrophils
(178); however, the mechanisms by which these contribute to severe disease is not completely
understood. Recently, malaria antigen–specific CD8+ T cells recognizing peptides derived from
Plasmodium glideosome-associated protein 50 (GAP50) were shown to expand during infection in
mice, migrate to the brain, and damage the blood-brain barrier upon recognizing GAP50 peptides
cross-presented by brain endothelial cells (179), suggesting that the first event in cerebral malaria
may be the activation and recruitment of CD8+ T cells by parasite antigens. Other immune cells
in the brain are activated during cerebral malaria and play distinct roles in the pathogenesis. For
example, brain macrophage activation precedes CD8+ T cell accumulation and proliferation in
cerebral malaria (180). Clearly, we need to better understand the cellular and molecular basis of
severe malaria to facilitate the development of adjunctive therapies.
The mouse model of cerebral disease has allowed for an analysis of genes that modulate severe
disease. Genetic deficiencies have been described that confer resistance to cerebral malaria in-
cluding, among many others, ones that affect PAMP detection (181–183), inflammatory cytokine
production (184, 185), and leukocyte adhesion (186). One particularly interesting class of genes
that function as resistance factors in mouse cerebral malaria are those that function as suscep-
tibility genes in mouse models of the autoimmune disease systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).
SLE is interesting in the context of malaria immunity because in humans SLE is six to eight times
more common in African American women compared with women of European descent (187),
suggesting that the African genome contains SLE susceptibility genes. Such genes may have been
selected for their protective effect in severe malaria, although thus far SLE susceptibility genes
have not been identified in the African genome.Two SLE-susceptiblemouse strains develop lethal
autoimmune disease by six months of age: One strain is deficient in Fcγ receptor II B (FcγRIIB)
(188), an inhibitory receptor that can serve to control inflammation, and the other strain has mul-
tiple copies of the gene encoding TLR7tg (189), the intracellular receptor for RNA. Remarkably,
these two mouse strains when infected at four to six weeks of age, before the development of
any symptoms of autoimmune disease, were completely protected against cerebral malaria (181)
despite the fact that parasitemia developed equivalently to that in wild-type mice. The effect of
FcγRIIB deficiency was of particular interest because a human loss-of-function polymorphism of
FcγRIIB is more frequent in Africans (190, 191) and associated with SLE risk in Asia (192). The
immune parameter that best explained the ability of the SLE-susceptible mice to resist cerebral
disease was their production of large quantities of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 (181).
This observation is reminiscent of the finding that malaria in Malian children induced a switch
from pro- to anti-inflammatory responses with IL-10 predominating. We hypothesize that early
in life, as the effect of the autoimmune susceptibility genes begins to manifest in inflammation, the
immune system counters with an anti-inflammatory response that confers the protection to cere-
bral malaria that we observed. This inflammatory–anti-inflammatory response may teeter-totter
back and forth with age, with inflammation inevitably winning out.
If the African genome contains SLE susceptibility genes, then we would expect a prevalence of
autoimmune disease. Paradoxically, autoimmune disease is strikingly absent frommalaria-endemic
areas of Africa (193), leading Greenwood and colleagues (194) to speculate that malaria suppresses
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autoimmunity. Evidence for their hypothesis was first provided by experiments showing infection
of autoimmune-susceptible NZB and (NZB × NZW) F1mice with nonlethal parasites protected
from autoimmune disease (195). The effect of malaria infections on autoimmune disease does not
appear to be unique, given that infection with gammaherpesvirus also seems to protect against
SLE (196). One possible explanation for these observations is that infections such as malaria
induce inflammatory responses that provoke anti-inflammatory responses that are protective in
autoimmune disease. Outside of the African pathogen environment, such as in the United States,
unchecked SLE susceptibility genes lead to SLE. Thus, we speculate that severe disease in African
children may be the result of a combination of inborn errors in key components of the immune
control of inflammation and the child’s exposure to pathogens that have the ability to induce
anti-inflammatory immune responses.
MOSQUITO IMMUNITY AND MALARIA
The lack of adaptive immunity in insects, the relatively simple organization of insect immune
systems, and the ability to disrupt gene function in adult stages make insects powerful models
for understanding the basic molecular mechanisms that mediate innate immune responses (197).
This is particularly true of anopheline mosquitoes, the natural vector of malaria, as models of
antiplasmodial responses. Understanding the interactions of the mosquito immune system that
affect Plasmodium parasites is critical for elucidating the factors that sustain transmission in the
field, but it can also provide new insights into molecular mechanisms that may operate in the
human host.
Epithelial Responses to the Gut Microbiota and Plasmodium Infection
Mosquitoes become infectedwhen they ingest blood from a host that containsPlasmodium gameto-
cytes (Figure 2). Fertilization takes place in the lumen of themidgut, and the parasite matures into
a motile form, the ookinete, in the complex environment of a blood meal undergoing digestion,
at a time when the gut microbiota is proliferating. Epithelial cells need to protect the host from
pathogenic organisms, but they must do so without mounting immune responses against the nor-
mal flora. Recent studies have found that an immune-modulatory peroxidase (IMPer) is secreted
by midgut cells of A. gambiae and, together with dual oxidase (Duox), catalyzes the formation of a
dityrosine network on the luminal surface of midgut epithelial cells (198). This network prevents
activation of gut immune responses by immune elicitors from commensal microbes. The dityro-
sine network also enhances Plasmodium parasite transmission because it allows parasites to develop
in the midgut lumen without activating NOS expression. Disruption of this barrier by silencing
either IMPer or Duox results in strong and effective pathogen-specific immune responses (199).
Innate Immune Memory Response to PlasmodiumMidgut Invasion
The innate immune system has an ancestral origin and has been thought to be hard-wired and
unable to adapt to the environment. Insects lack adaptive immunity and rely on the innate im-
mune system to mount defense responses against pathogenic organisms. However, memory-like
responses have been described in several insects, a phenomenon that has been termed immune
priming (200, 201). Although these studies challenge the dogma that invertebrates lack the ability
to mount adaptive responses, a functional mechanism that would allow the innate immune system
to remember a pathogen remained elusive. Recent studies also revealed that NK cells, central
players of the vertebrate innate immune system, are capable of intrinsic immunological memory
(202–204), but the mechanism(s) mediating these responses remain to be defined.












































































































Mosquitoes become infected when they ingest gametocytes (a) that transform into mature gametes in the midgut lumen
(b). Fertilization takes place, giving rise to a zygote (c) that matures into an ookinete, a motile stage that invades the mosquito midgut
(d ). Ookinetes transform into oocysts (e) when they reach the midgut basal lamina and begin to divide continuously, generating
thousands of sporozoites that are released into the mosquito circulatory system ( f ), invade the salivary glands ( g), and are injected into
a new host when the mosquito takes a second blood meal (h). (Inset) When ookinetes invade the midgut, they disrupt the barriers, such
as the peritrophic matrix (blue line in inset), that prevent direct contact between the gut microbiota and epithelial cells and inflict damage
on the invaded midgut cell. Midgut invasion triggers the release of a hemocyte differentiation factor that increases the number of
circulating phagocytic cells called granulocytes ( green cells). This priming enhances the immune response to subsequent Plasmodium
infections.
A recent study in A. gambiae mosquitoes revealed that a strong priming response is established
when Plasmodium ookinetes breach the natural gut barriers and along with bacteria come in close
contact with invaded epithelial midgut cells (205). Themosquito’s immune system learns from this
exposure and establishes a systemic state of enhanced immune surveillance. Upon reexposure to
a similar insult, the immune system mounts a more effective antibacterial response that indirectly
harms Plasmodium parasites through a bystander effect. What the immune system remembers is
the interaction between parasite-invaded midgut cells and bacteria (205).
Immune priming was found to be mediated by a hemocyte differentiation response that per-
sists for the life span of the mosquito (205). Exposure to Plasmodium/bacteria infection increased
the proportion of circulating granulocytes—macrophage-like phagocytic cells—and triggered a
differentiation process that altered the morphology and binding properties of these cells. Follow-
ing priming, a hemocyte differentiation factor (HDF) was released, and transfer of hemolymph
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from challenged mosquitoes induced hemocyte differentiation in naive recipient mosquitoes.
Furthermore, HDF transfer was sufficient to confer enhanced antiplasmodial immunity (205).
Understanding the molecular mechanism(s) that mediate hemocyte differentiation and trigger a
long-lasting state of enhanced immunity in insects will undoubtedly provide new insights into the
evolution of innate immune memory responses.
Epithelial Responses to Plasmodium and Complement Activation
To complete their development in the mosquito, Plasmodium ookinetes must traverse the midgut
epithelium and avoid being detected and lysed by themosquito complement-like system.Mosquito
midgut cells invaded by ookinetes are known to mount defense responses, such as expression of
high levels of NOS (206, 207). Investigators have proposed that these epithelial responses are
harmful to the parasite and that the rate of nitration is a major determinant of Plasmodium survival
(207–209). Biochemical studies in this system revealed that nitration in Plasmodium-invaded cells
is a two-step process in which the induction of NOS expression is followed by an increase in
peroxidase activity (209, 210), similar to what has been described for myeloperoxidase-mediated
nitration in vertebrate macrophages (211, 212).
As ookinetes complete their traversal of the mosquito midgut, they come in contact with
components of the mosquito complement-like system present in the mosquito hemolymph (the
serum-like fluid in the circulatory system of insects). The thioester-containing protein 1 (TEP1) is
similar to vertebrate complement factor C3 and circulates as a stable complex associated with two
proteins of the leucine-rich repeat family, LRIM1 and APL1 (213, 214). It is clear that TEP1 binds
to the surface of some parasites and is a critical component of a lytic complex (215). However,
because all ookinetes come in contact with TEP1 circulating in the hemolymph, it has been
difficult to understand why TEP1 binds to the surface of some ookinetes and triggers lysis, while
other parasites are spared.
An A. gambiae heme peroxidase (HPX2) and NADPH oxidase 5 (NOX5) were recently iden-
tified as key enzymes induced in ookinete-invaded midgut cells that, together with NOS, mediate
protein nitration (216). The HPX2/NOX5 system potentiates NO toxicity and is critical for
mosquitoes to mount an effective antiplasmodial response. Furthermore, these studies reveal that
epithelia nitration and TEP1-mediated lysis work sequentially and that epithelial nitration serves
as an opsonization-like system that promotes activation of the mosquito complement cascade.
Signaling Pathways Regulating Mosquito Antiplasmodial Immunity
Immune signaling pathways are among the most widely studied mechanisms of mosquito immune
activation. Comparative whole-genome sequencing analysis revealed that the genes mediating
intracellular signaling are highly conserved, particularly between mosquitoes and Drosophila, pro-
viding a useful starting point to identify genes composing individual pathways (217–221). Four sig-
naling cascades have been linked to immune activation and the killing of Plasmodium parasites: the
Toll, Imd, JNK, andSTATpathways (208, 222–226).Gene silencingby systemic injectionof dsRNA
into the mosquito circulatory system has been a powerful tool to disrupt or overactivate specific
signaling cascades. The effect of silencing positive regulators, such as transcription factors or genes
involved in signal transduction, or negative regulators that enhance signaling on Plasmodium infec-
tion, has been very informative. TheToll and Imd pathways target the ookinete stage of the parasite
and promote activation of the mosquito TEP1 complement-like system (222–224). Interestingly,
the Toll pathway is more effective against P. berghei (rodent malaria parasite), whereas the Imd
pathway limits infection with the humanmalaria parasite P. falciparum in several different anophe-
line mosquitoes (223). Recent experiments revealed that the transfer of hemocytes in which Toll
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signaling has been enhanced by silencing cactus (a suppressor gene) confers the antiplasmodial
activity against P. berghei parasites, indicating that hemocytes play an active role in regulating
complement activation through the Toll pathway (227). The JNK pathway also promotes
TEP1-mediated lysis by the complement-like system by regulating the expression of HPX2
and NOX5, the two enzymes that mediate midgut nitration, and by regulating the basal level of
TEP1 expression in hemocytes (228). It is noteworthy that these three signaling pathways, Toll,
Imd, and JNK, converge with TEP1 as a key effector of the complex that lyses the parasite. This
is reminiscent of the convergence of the classic, alternative, and lectin pathways of complement
activation in vertebrates. The STAT pathway targets Plasmodium parasites after they cross the
midgut and transform into the oocysts (226). This late-phase immune response limits oocyst
survival through the induction of NOS expression.
Undoubtedly, the different signaling pathways interact as a complex network that operates in
different compartments, and higher levels of organization and complexity are becoming apparent.
For example, a recent study revealed that activation of the Imd or Toll pathways induces expression
of different splicing factors that, in turn, generate specific isoforms of AgDscam, a hypervariable
PRR protein, through differential gene splicing (229). Furthermore, expression of these different
AgDscam isoforms results in species-specific antiplasmodial responses (229, 230).
Future challenges include identifying the effector genes that mediate the responses of different
signaling cascades and determining the tissues in which they are produced. In some cases, it is
possible to transfer cells (such as through the hemocyte transfer experiments described above) in
which different pathways have been activated and establish their effect on Plasmodium survival.
Broad expression analysis of specific tissues in which a given pathway is disrupted or overactive
can also be informative, and genetic systems to drive tissue-specific overexpression or silencing
are also being developed. This detailed analysis will also inform vector control strategies based on
manipulating immunological responses. For example, it would make it possible to overexpress or
silence certain pathway components using tissue-specific promoters that are transiently activated
at the precise time to maximize their effect on the parasite, while avoiding detrimental effects on
the mosquito.
Immune Evasion by Plasmodium Parasites
It is clear from animal model systems that mosquitoes have a complex immune system capable of
mounting robust and effective antiplasmodial responses. However, there are several reports that
disrupting the complement-like system has a modest effect (223, 231) or no effect (220, 221) when
A. gambiae is infected with some strains of the human parasite P. falciparum.
An A. gambiae strain selected to be refractory (R) to the simian malaria P. cynomolgi eliminates
most Plasmodium species, including P. falciparum strains from the New World, by forming a
melanotic capsule (deposition of melanin, a black insoluble pigment) around the dead parasites.
However, the A. gambiae R strain is highly susceptible to infection with some P. falciparum strains
of African origin where A. gambiae is the natural vector (222). Disruption of the complement-like
system prevents elimination of the P. falciparum 7G8 strain from Brazil but has no effect on the
intensity or prevalence of infection with NF54 parasites from Africa, indicating that the African
parasite lines are able to evade the A. gambiae immune system (221). Coinfection experiments
revealed that the immune response (or lack thereof ) to a parasite strain did not affect the fate
of other parasites present in the same mosquito midgut (221), suggesting that parasite survival is
determined by genetic differences between P. falciparum strains (221).
QTL mapping—using a genetic cross between the African GB4 strain that survives in
R mosquitoes and the Brazilian 7G8 strain that is eliminated—plus linkage group selection and
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functional genomics were recently combined to identify Pfs47 as the parasite gene that allows
P. falciparum parasites to evade the mosquito immune system (223). Disruption of Pfs47 (in a
NF54 genetic background that normally survives) resulted in parasite killing and melanization
that could be prevented by silencing TEP1, indicating that Pfs47 is necessary for NF54 parasites
to evade destruction by the mosquito complement system (223). Pfs47 is required for P. falciparum
to evade two well-defined antiplasmodial responses mediated by the complement-like system:
parasite killing/melanization and lysis without melanization. Genetic complementation of the
Pfs47 knockout line with theNF54 allele of Pfs47 completely reversed themelanization phenotype
in the R strain, confirming that this gene allele is sufficient for parasites to evade the mosquito
immune system (223).
Interestingly, Pfs47 is a highly polymorphic gene that exhibits strong population structure
and extreme fixation in non-African regions (224, 225). Our findings suggest that the population
structure of Pfs47 may be due to adaptation of P. falciparum to the different anopheles vector
species present in different geographical regions of the world. The evolution of Pfs47 apparently
promoted P. falciparum survival in A. gambiae mosquitoes and could be responsible for the very
high rates of malaria transmission in sub-Saharan Africa. Disruption of the immunomodulatory
activity of Pfs47 may be an effective target to reduce human malaria transmission.
There are 10 members of the 6-cystein protein family in P. falciparum (226). The function of
four of them that are expressed in the asexual erythrocytic stages of the parasite in the human host
is unknown (226, 229). It is well established that P. falciparum parasites can evade the vertebrate
immune system and elicit ineffective immune memory responses, resulting in persistent and re-
current infections (119, 230–231). This raises the intriguing possibility that other members of this
protein family may also have an immunomodulatory function in humans.
SUMMARY AND ROAD FORWARD
It is an exciting time in malaria immunity research. We now have the tools to make significant
progress in understanding the cellular andmolecularmechanismsunderlying several long-standing
phenomena in malaria immunity. In humans these include the paucity of sterilizing immunity
to the liver stage, the relatively rapid acquisition of immunity to severe disease, the acquired
control of inflammation, the slow acquisition of ultimately protective antibody immunity, and
the susceptibility to severe disease of only a small fraction of exposed children. In mosquitoes,
these include the genetic resistance to infection in mosquito populations and acquired innate
immune control of parasites in individual mosquitoes. The time is ripe for new investigators to
enter the field and contribute to the defeat of this devastating disease.
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